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EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF A REGULAR

SOLUTION FOR EQUATION OF TURBULENT FILTRATION

A.V. IVANov, AND vV. JÄGER

1. INTRODUCTION

In the study of water infiltration through thrce dimensional porous lnedia in
turbulent regimes (i.e., in the case when in view of large· velocities the classical
Darcy law fails to be true) several authors (see [1]) consider equation

.c[0] -;- 80/& - div[[ V cp(O) - ]((0)z[m-2(Vcp(0) - ]((8)Z)] =° (1.1)

where 0 is a volUlnetric Inoisture cOlltent, 1((0) is the hydraulic conductivity, cp(0) =J: D(~)d~, D(8) = ]{(O)«P'(O), «p(0) is a hydrostatical potential, Z = (0,0,1) (n =
3), m E (1, 2). For m, = 2 equatiOll (1.1) coincides with the equation of filtration in
the case of lalnillar regimes. In the latter case Gilding and Peletier ([2]) Inotivated
that for many parOliS Inedia areasanable choice for D and ]( would be

(1.2)

Extending this choice to the case 1H E (1,2) we can derive from (1.1), (1.2) equation

Fo[u] : au/& - div[[ul l
[ V u - Co [1l['"' z[m-2(Vll - Co [u['"' Z)] = ° (1.3)

where Z = (0,0,1), Co = const > °and

1n E (1, 2), e= (s - 1) (n~ - 1) > 0, K. = l' - S + 1 2:: 1. (1.4)

Equation (1.3), (1.4) is a particular case of equation

F[u] -:- auf&t - div a(u, vu) = f (1.5)

where f = f(x, t) is a given function, Vu = (au/aXl, . .. ,au/[)x n), a = (at, ... ,an)
and fune tions ai (u, p), i = 1, . .. ,n, are continuous and satisfy for an u E IR., p E IR. Tl

inequalities

a(u,p) . p 2:: volu[l[p[m - <Po(u), Va > 0,

[a(u,p)[ ~ 111 [u!flplm-l +cPt(u), 7n E (1,2), e2:: 0, i = 0,1. (1.6)
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Really we have in the case of equation (1.3)

(1.7)

Using inequality Ib - clm2:: 2volblm -leim for b, c E Rn with 2vQ = 21 - m we can
estimate in the case (1. 7)

(1.8)

and

(1.9)

with some c = c(co). So condi tions (1.6) for equation (1. 3) are fulfilled wi th

(1.10)

Vve shall call equation (1.3), (1.4) as equation of turbulent filtration. In accordancc
with classification given in [3] equation (1.5), (1.6) is of thc type of

slow diffusion

nOflllal diffusion

fast diffusion

if

if

if

rH + e> 2,

rn + e= 2,

r11. + e< 2.

In this paper we study existence and uniqueness of Cauchy-Dirichlet problem for
equation of turbulent filtration

Fo[u] = f In Qr, 'tl = 'lj; on fr (1.11)

(1.12)

where QT = n x (0, Tl, n is a bounded open set, fr = Sr U [f! x {t = O}l, Sr =
an x (0, Tl, f and 'IjJ are given functions.

V\Te are able to establish existence and uniqueness of some Hölder continuous gen
eralized solu t ion of (1.11) assuming additionally to (1.4) that

max (1, 3 - rH ) < 8 < 1 + 2 - m,K, •

4m. - 3 - rH - 1

Relllark that in view of (1.4) the second inequali ty in (1.12) is equivalent to condi
tion

rHK, + e::; 2 (1.13)

and hence equation (1.3), (1.4), (1.12) is an equation of the type of fast 01' normal
diffusion. Remark that investigations of SOlne qualitative properties of equations
of the type of slow, normal, and fast diffusion are given in [4]. In particular fronl
results of [4] it follows that homogeneous (f =0, 4>i (u) == 0, i = 0, 1), equations
(1.5), (1.6) have an infinite speed of propagation if r11. + e::; 2..
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we discuss unique
ness results established in [5] for equations (1.5), (1.6) with any 1n > 1, e> 1 - 1n.

In section 3 we state theorelll on existence of a regular solution of Cauchy-Dirichlet
problem for equations (1.6), (1.7) in the case m E (1,2), e 2:: °which can bc de-

rived from results of [6]. In the case 1n + e2:: 2, max (1, n2~l2) < rn < 2, e2:: 0 this

theorem follows also froll1 results of [5]. In section 4 we apply results of previous
sections to the equation (1.3), (1.4), (1.12).

Acknowledqement. This research was partially supported by the NIax-Planck-Institut
für Mathelnatik.

2. UNIQUENESS OF QUASISTRONG SOLUTION

Consicler equation (1.5) assuming that for any u, v E IR anel any ]J, q E IR n

(G) la(u,p)j ~ p(lulljplm-1 + 1), fl 2 Oj
(NI) [a(u,p) - a(u,q)] . (p - q) 2:: 0;

anel let for any u, v E [E, MJ, E> 0, M > E, for any p E !Rn

(L'oe) la(u,p) - a(v,p)1 ~ Alu - vl(!plm-l + 1), A = A(E, NI) 2:: 0

where 1n > 1, e> 1 - m. Consieler Cauchy-Dirichlet problenl

F[u] = f in Qr, u = lj; on rT

where fELl (QT), lj; E vvl (QT),"tI' 2:: 0 in QT.

(2.1)

Definition 2.1. Any nonnegative boundeel in Qr function 1l is a weak solution of
equation (1.5) if

a) u E C([O, T]; L2(n)), \7u lT+1 E Lm(QT; Rn), a = m~l ;

b) for any cjJ E C1(Qr), 4> = 0 on Sr, anel any t l , tz E [O,T]

{ 1.lcPdxlt2 + l t2
{ (-1.lcPt + a(ll, 1.l x ) . \lcP - fcjJ]dxdt = O. (2.2)

in tl tl Jn

Definition 2.2. Function 1.l is a weak solution of Cauchy-Dirichlet problem (2.1) if
1.l is a weak solution of equation (1.5) anel 1l = lj; onrT.

Remark that any weak solution of (1.5) anel any 'IjJ E vVl(Qr) have traces on fT;

so Definition 2.2 has sense.

Definition 2.3. Let inf(4',rT) > O. vVe say that u is a strong solution of Cauchy
Dirichlet problem (2.1) if 1l is a weak solution of (2.1) anel moreover

inf(1.l, QT) > 0 (anel hence

o

Definition 2.4. Let 'ljJ E vV~ (Qr). Vle say that u is a quasistrong solution of
Cauchy-Dirichlet prohlenl (2.1) if u is a weak solution of (2.1) anel 1110reover there
exists a sequence of strong solutions of problems
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F(u n]= In In QT, u = 7J;n on r T

such that

Un--+U In C([0,T];L I (O));fn EL1(QT),ln--+! in LI(QT)j

7J;n = 7J; + cn(x, i), Cn E vvl (QT) n C(QT), inf( Cn, rT) > 0, sup( Cn, r T ) --+ 0.

Theoreln 2.1 (uniqueness of quasistrong solution ([Qlll. Let B$sumptions (G), (M)
and (L'oe) hold. Then tl1ere is at most one quasistrong solution of Cauchy-Diric11let
problem (2.1).

Remark 2.1. Theorßlu 2.1 is provecl in (5]. In some sense clefini tion of quasistrong
solution and Theorelu 2.1 are siluilar to definition of "the lilui t of strong solu tions"
and the correspondent uniqueness theorem of paper [7] by Bambcrgcl' for equation
au/Ot - cliv[lulll \l ul m

-
2 \l u] = f, 111. > 1, e> O. However insteacl of condition

inf(u, QT) > °as in Definition 2.1 Baluberger used condition "u has ~~t E LI (QT)".

Remark 2.2. The mcaning of Theorelu 2.1 is the fact that it is possible (see sect. 3)
to prove existence of Cauchy-Dirichlet problem (2.1) in some subclass of quasistrong
solutions.

3. EXISTENCE 01" REGULAR SOLUTION

In this section we consider Cauchy-Dirichlet problelu (2.1) assluuing that

(n) 3po > °3ao E (0,1) \lxo E an \lp E (0, Po) : JBp(xo) nnl ::; (1- O'o)IBp(xo)!;
o

(BI) 7J; ~ 0, 7J; E vvt (QT) n Cß,ß/m(fT)j
(RHS) f ~ 0, f E Loo(QT).

Definition 9.1. \'-..re say that function u is a regular solution of Cauchy-Dirichlet
problem (2.1) if U is Hölder continuous in QT anel 7l is a quasistrong solution of
this problem.

Theorenl 3.1 (existence of regular solution ([6ill. Let conditions (n), (BI)
and (RH S) hold. Assume that the following conditions are fulfilled:

1) (ln,f) E ~\w, ~ -;- {nI. E (1,2), e> O}, w : {(1n,e) E ~: ~$~ ::; ~l - ;, er = m~l};
2) functions lu j-a ai(u, lul-ap), 0' = ~l' are continuous on IR X IR. n;

3) for any 1t E IR, p E IR n

a( tt, p) . p ~ va lu IIIp Im - I-to (Iul0 + 1), va > 0, 0 E (0, m+ e) i f 1n + e> 2 and
8 = 2 ifm + e::; 2, la(u,p)1 ::; /-tI!ulllp!m-l + /-t(luDluI Cr

, a = ~, J-1(s) 2:: 1 is
nondecreasing on lR+;

4) there exist VI > °alld continuous vector-function b(u) E IR. n such tl1at far
Bl1Y u E IR anel BJ1Y ]J, q E lR. n
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5) for any u, v E [t, NI], 0 < t < M, allel any p E Rn

fa(u,p) - a(v,p)1 ::; Alu - vl(lplm-l + 1), A = A(E, NI) 2:: 0.

Then Cauchy-Dirichlet problem (2.1) has at least one regular solution.

Remark 3.1. Theorem 3.1 is a pal,ticular case of Theorem 2.1 of paper [6] which is an
imporvement of existenee result established earlier in [5] where instead of eondition
1) we assumed that max(1, n

2
';2) < rn < 1 and i11S tead of the first inequali ty in

eondition 3) we supposecl that a{u,p)· p 2:: voluillpim - !10(11l1 8 + 1),0 S 1'n. + eif
m +e< 2.

Remark 9.2. Conclition 1) means that point (m,.e) does not belong to "the bad set
w", It is easy to see that w C {n1. > 1, e 2:: 0, 111, + e< 2}. The eounterexarnple
of paper [8] shows that the loeal boundedness (and hence the loeal hölderness) of
generalized solutions of equations (1.5), (1.6) with f(x, t) == 0, 1Ji(U) = 0, i = 0,1,
can not be proved if (rn, e) E w. In this sense eondition 1) is sharp.

4. THE CASE OF EQUATION OF TUROULENT FILTRATION

The main result of this paper is the following

Theorenl 4.1. Let conditions (Sl), (BI), alld (RH S) hold. Then Cauchy-Dirichlet
problelll (1.11) for equation (1.3), (1.4), (1.12) has exactly one regular solution.

Proof. Inequality (1.8) shows that the first inequality in eondition 3) of Theorem
3.1 is fulfilled with 0" = nu" + ewhere K, 2:: 1. So J 2:: rn + eand we can not apply
TheorelTI 3.1 in the case 1'n. +e> 2. NaInely therefore we assurne that rn", +e:::; 2
(see (1.12), (1.13)). In this case the first inequality in condition 3) is fulfilled (with
o= 2). Obviously that the second inequality in condition 3) is also fulfilled with
increasing fU11ctio11 p(s) = sß, ß = ~I + (nl - 1)"" I/rn. + I/rn' = 1. To verify
condition 4) we use the following well-known inequality (see, for exaruple: [1])

where VI = 111 (ln) > O. Denote

1) = P - Co lu Ik Z, ij = q - Co lul ~Z.

Then in view of (4.1) we have in the case (1. 7)

Obviously that conclitions 1) and 5) are trivially valid for a(u,p) given by (1.7).
For exanlple in the case (1.7) we ean eonclude using identity e= lna that function
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is eontinuous on IR. x IR Tl.

Finally using that in the ease 11. = 3 eondition 1) is equivalent to eondition

a+1 1 1 e-- > - - - a = -- rn > 1 e> 0 (4.2)
a+2 1"n 3' rn-I' ,-

and taking into aeeount that e= (m. - 1)(8 - 1) > 0 (see (1.4)), it is easy the see
that (4.2) follows from inequality

(
3-1'n)

8 > IUax 1, .
4rH - 3

(4.3)

So in view of the first inequality in eondition (1.12) we ean derive that eondition 1)
of Theorem 3.1 is fulfilled. Therefore all conditions of Theorem 3.1 are fulfilled for
equation (1.3), (1.4), (1.5). Because conditions (G), (NI) and (Lioe) of Theorem 2.1
follow from eonelitions 3), 4) and 5) of Theorem 3.1 we ean conelude that Theorem
4.1 is proved.

Rewrite result of Theorem 4.1 in terms of equation (1.1), (1.2). Consider Cauehy
Diriehlet prohlenl

,([8] = 0 In Qr, 8 = 0 on Sr, 8(x,O) = 80 (x) (4.4)

where ,([8] is defined by the left-hand siele of (1.1) with funetions D(8) anel 1((8)
like in (1. 2). Assurne that initi al fune tion Bo(x) satisfies eondi tions

80 ~ 0, 80 E Cß(n) for some ß E (0,1). (4.5)

From Theorem 4.1 we ean derive the following

Theorelll 4.2. Let conditions (S1) and (4.5) hold. ASSUI11€ tllEt,t panllneters m, S

and r (see (1.2)) satis(y conditions

3 - rn 2 - n~K
max( 1, ) < S ~ 1 + , r = S + K - 1,

4rH - 3 m-1

(
25m, - 3) ')

1 ~ K, < luax -, , 1 < 1'n < ....
rn 4m - 3

Then Cauchy-Diric11let problelll (4.4) has exactly one regular solution.
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